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Durham Women in Tourism
The entrepreneurial spirit of women is everywhere in the Bull City. 
Our present-day cityscape is marked with the fruits and fortitude of women-led ventures. From Bright Black Candles to 
So Good Pupusas, wins for women smell like success. When founders and CEOs of startups and businesses like  
Bee Downtown and Zen Succulent take flight, women-led success feels powerful. 

Food and Drink 
Having grown up in Germany with farmer’s markets and an abundance of local food purveyors, Claudia 
Kemmet-Cooper, Guglhupf’ s owner and co-founder learned early that food was so much more than 
just sustenance. After completing her formal baking and pastry training in Munich, Claudia brought her 
German bakery concept to Durham and in 1998 Guglhupf Bakery & Patisserie was born. In 2004 the 
much anticipated Guglhupf Café opened in the adjacent architecturally unique building 

From a coffee operation on the back of a bicycle to three locations throughout Durham—and a coffee 
roasting operation—Cocoa Cinnamon is a coffee, chocolate, spice and tea lounge where guests can 
experience the marvel of cities, the roots of languages, the wonders of travel and the stories behind their 
beverages. Born in Playas di Tijuana, Mexico co-owner and head coffee roaster, Areli Barrera de Grodski 
(middle left) uses her ingenuity and determination to bolster community through commerce and service, 
while supporting a sustainable, democratic, and artistic way of being.  

Owner/Founder Zoey Best opened Da Kine’s Café and Kava Bar as an alternative bar concept featuring 
non-alcoholic kava beverages. Kava is made from the root of a shrub grown almost exclusively in the Pacific 
Islands, and it has a 3,000-year-old reputation in Polynesian culture as a safe and effective alternative to 
alcohol. Kava provides stress-relief, mental and physical relaxation, and (unlike alcohol) it does not cause 
dehydration or hangovers! When drinking kava expect to feel relaxed, at peace, and ready to socialize.  

President/CEO and co-founder of Durham Distillery, the No. 1 craft gin distillery in the U.S.,  
Melissa Katrincic (bottom left) began her career as scientist, before turning her hand to gin. Inducted into 
The Gin Guild in London in May of 2018, she and her husband Lee are the first and only gin distillers to be 
inducted from the U.S. South. Durham Distillery’s award-winning Conniption gins use a unique two-step 
process that showcases the complexity and quality of each ingredient, whilst using the modern laboratory 
techniques of today and marrying them with the past.  

Honeygirl Meadery is the Triangle’s first meadery, celebrating nature and the hard work of honeybees  
by making meads (honey wines) with seasonal fruits, flowers, herbs, and honey. These delightful  
libations are hand-crafted in small batches with all-natural ingredients. Founder, owner and mead maker, 
Diane Currier is looking to save bees by using honey from North Carolina bees in her award-winning 
mead, with a focus on creating meads with seasonally available ingredients, ensuring she has the freshest 
and most delicious flavors.  

Cecilia Polanco started So Good Pupusas with her family while she was in undergrad in 2015 and the 
non-profit Pupusas for Education in 2016. The student-founded, family-run food truck aims to promote 
cultural appreciation and higher education through pupusas and scholarships. A taste of El Salvador with 
a side of social justice, Polanco believes business can be a force for good and that pupusas can change the 
world, with her favorite pupusa the Chicharon con queso, extra crispy.

Jennifer Curtis and Tina Prevatte Levy started Firsthand Foods in 2010, with a shared passion for using 
business as a tool for social environmental good and helping small-scale livestock producers thrive by building 
a regional food system that works for everyone. Combined, the two entrepreneurs developed a business 
around acting as an intermediary between framers and consumers, essentially doing the legwork to get the get 
the meat to market so that famers can focus on farming and customers can focus on serving up delicious meat. 
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The Arts
NorthStar Church of the Arts is the legacy 
project of Nnenna Freelon, a six-time 
Grammy nominated jazz singer and her 
husband, the late Phil Freelon. Housed in the 
1931 Gothic Revival “Ephaphatha Church” in 
Old North Durham, NorthStar hosts monthly 
programming that elevates the arts in all 
their forms, including a monthly Sunday 
service that explores the intersections 
between spirituality and creativity. Giving 
platform to the sacred, the secular and all 
the creative energies in between, NorthStar 
aims to support the creative community as 
well as serve as a hub for social justice work 
in our city. NorthStar is a non-denominational 
sacred space that welcomes people of all 
faiths, no faith and the spiritually curious. 

Candy Carver is a North Carolina native 
that spent her formative years in Elkhart, IN 
where she developed her abstract creativity. 
Working primarily with acrylic and various 
surfaces from canvas to vinyl, Carver creates 
vibrant, textured pieces that touch the soul 
and excited viewers. Her work can be found 
throughout the Southeast and downtown 
Durham as she continues to gain recognition. 
Carver contributes much of her inspiration to 
her own love for excitement, color and beauty 
found in the human form.

Accommodation
Morehead Manor is a Black-owned and 
operated bed and breakfast run by innkeeper 
and former president of the North Carolina 
Bed & Breakfast & Inns Association, Monica 
R. Edwards. Located just off Hwy. 147, a short 
walk from the American Tobacco Campus, the 
Durham Performing Arts Center, and other 
downtown Durham attractions Morehead 
Manor has a fascinating history, originally 
built for Liggett and Myers’ CEO. Today 
the 8,000-square foot Colonial-style home 
features five spacious guestrooms, each with 
their own private bath, while the grounds 
feature a garden and a carriage house.

Closing the Gender Wage Gap: 
Durham has the most equal pay in the nation
“It’s the only MSA where women’s overall 
median salaries across industries exceed 90% 
of men’s salaries.” —Adobo

Retail
Bright Black is a Black, family-
owned company that uses scent 
as a medium and candles as 
a platform to share positive 
narratives about Blackness. Owner/
Founder Tiffany Griffin (right) 
chose the name Bright Black to 
pair the word Black—which often 
has a negative connotation—
with beauty, brilliance, and 
intelligence. It reflects the positive 
representation of Blackness she 
wants to share with the world 
and chose candles as a platform 
because across centuries, candles 
have been embraced as a gateway 
to connection, joy, spiritual growth 
and understanding. 

A lush, gorgeous, modern terrarium and plant craft business, The Zen Succulent 
was created by the mother/daughter team Margaret and Megan George in 2016 
and has grown and flourished ever since. Megan is the author of Modern Terrarium 
Studio, as well as a teacher, workshop leader, and the mind behind the brand and 
design of her terrarium masterpieces, while her mother manages business logistics. 

Jennings Brody created an oasis of delightful food with fresh, local ingredients and 
wares that are perfect for any occasion at Parker and Otis, a restaurant, market, 
and gift shop she opened in 2007 at the Peabody Place complex near Brightleaf 
Square. Today her mini empire has grown to four businesses; a home goods shop 
on historic Parish Street, Chet Miller, a children’s boutique on Ninth Street, Tiny, 
and Parker Paper Co., an extension of the popular retail shop within parker and 
Otis’ famed restaurant, at the American Tobacco Campus. 

Entrepreneurs
Bee Downtown founder and CEO,  
Leigh-Kathryn Bonner (left) was an 
Inc. Magazine 30-under-30 honoree and 
named a 2017 Southerner of the Year by 
Southern Living magazine, among other 
honors. A fourth-generation beekeeper, Bee 
Downtown came about when Bonner was 
denied a space for her honeybee hives by 
her landlord. She turned her attention to the 
American Tobacco Campus, also the location 
of the world headquarters of Burt’s Bees, 
where she was interning. The three hives 
Bonner placed on the roof of that building 
caught media attention and with it, that of 
other companies wanting to house hives. 

Durham Food Hall founder Adair Mueller was living in New York when she had an 
entrepreneurial ‘ah-ha’ moment. Seeing that the food hall market fad continues to 
grow in larger cities, Mueller, a Durham native decided it was worth a shot to bring 
the concept to the City of Medicine. As Mueller explains, “Ultimately, my vision was 
to bring a food hall to Durham that provides high-quality, low-impact food at a great 
price in an authentic, inclusive environment.”
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